Click click, click click, click click. There are nights when this sound still echoes in my head as if to taunt me, a sound that I will never escape from. It was the sound of my i.v. pump as each drip clicked down the chamber into my intravenous line. The clicking that would continue as bag after bag was replaced during the 100 hospital days and many months spent in the infusion center. Some days, I felt the clicks even replaced my heartbeats. It is emblematic of the journey that began on May 20, 2011---the day I was diagnosed with acute myeloid leukemia.

Every moment of my initial entry into the world of oncology is ingrained in my memory: a bone marrow biopsy, the diagnosis. I told my doctor they had the wrong guy. But what followed was the placement of my catheter and then meeting my oncologist and her team of residents. Looking back, I realize just how much I had no clue what I was in for; although, in retrospect, I had no time to prepare for it anyway. Everything happened so quickly; it was like being in a tornado.

Then, just as quickly, I became an inpatient. The clock had the short arm on the 8 and the long arm on the 12, and by the time I could actually comprehend the gravity of the situation, 12 hours had passed. In that time my life had been turned upside down. I started my "7+3 induction" regimen (it looked like orange Gatorade). I lost 40 pounds in the subsequent 26 days because of the side effects---an inability to control my bowels, losing all my hair, and vomiting hourly. I had to rely on nurses and my parents for my activities of daily living, including showering, dressing, and eating. Here I was, young and in my prime, but instead of continuing a life I loved, I was fighting for my life.

Still, I remember that as I lay in my hospital bed, exhausted and emaciated, there was one thing that I relied on, looked forward to. It was seeing my oncologist and her team. They listened to my heart and lungs as any doctor doing rounds would do, but they also gave me the hope to keep fighting for the next day. It was only 15 minutes a day, but in those precious moments, my anxiety was gone and distress diminished; relaxation came as the feeling that I was in the best hands eased my mind.

To this day, there is not another human being on this earth from whom I would take guidance over my oncologist. She listened and considered my input, and she was honest with me even with challenging news. She made me feel respected, and, in turn, I trusted her. Beyond my medical care, she cared about me outside of my treatment---she wanted to learn about my interests, dreams, and goals. She went out of her way to make things easier, like the time she found ice cream sandwiches for me long after the kitchen had closed. Whether she knew it or not, those moments were vital to me. Fifteen minutes per day multiplied by roughly 100 days in the hospital is close to 24 hours, which is what she devoted to my care. It does not sound like a lot, but to me, its importance was immeasurable.

Everything in the hospital is so manipulated and calculated: how much fluid, when my vitals were monitored, what I could eat, the room temperature; however, when my doctor would knock on my door and walk into my room, I felt human. I would stop hearing the "clicks," because I was with my oncologist. For 15 minutes a day, I no longer felt like a car in for service. Instead, I was a boy in a bed and a man with a soul.

My experiences as a patient have allowed me to look at everything I do in medical school through a unique lens. My goal is to remember the attributes of my oncologist as I am being trained. Each of my patients will not be my "AML patient" or my "patient with X disease," but, rather, a person, with a family perhaps, or dreams and goals like myself. No matter how stressed or tired and no matter what might be going on in my life, I know firsthand how valued the time that I am spending with my patients can be to them. I will aim to see myself in that hospital bed and remember how my oncologist treated me. I will give them my full attention and effort.

For me, the practice of medicine is about making a contribution to the world. My experience with cancer has shown me, however, that contributions come in all sizes. Whether discovering an outcome that cures some, or helping each and every patient one at a time, all of it matters, and it matters monumentally.

Some would guess that my abrupt and unwelcome entry into oncology might have deterred me from practicing in the field. Instead, it has fueled my passion for just that. It is an honor to have gone from the vulnerable, dependent patient to now being part of the team on whom the patient depends.

I am the one most invested in my care. Changes that I will make on behalf of a patient will be lived with and dealt with as I once experienced. Exiting the room and telling my patient to come back in 4 weeks, I will remember that it can feel like a very long interim. I have "walked the walk," and I know that when I "talk the talk," it will be with the knowledge that my decisions have effects on patients beyond what my fellow medical students might realize.

An oncologist's opportunity to affect cancer patients' lives certainly results from medical training, knowledge, and experience; however, compassion and consideration do leave an important footprint. My transition from patient to person to physician has begun, and my goal is to see that those once-haunting clicks can evolve into the sounds of hope and healing.
